Jokes
By NB
Q: Where do computers go to dance?
A: The disco

Recipes
By AC
We made Cinnamon Sugarplum cookies and we ate them. Here is the recipe:

Cinnamon Sugarplum Cookies

2/3 c. soft butter
3/4 c. sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
1 egg
4 tsp. milk
1 1/2 c. flour
1 1/2 tsp. baking powder
1/4 tsp. salt
cinnamon sugar

Cream butter, sugar, and vanilla. Add egg, beat until fluffy. Stir in milk. Sift flour, baking powder, and salt; add to creamed mixture. Drop from teaspoon onto cookie sheet. Flatten with fork and sprinkle with cinnamon sugar. Bake at 375 degrees for 10-12 minutes. Cool. This recipe makes approximately 30 cookies. Enjoy!

Measurement

BH - We are measuring windows and chairs.

JC - We took off our shoes and traced our feet and measured our feet in inches.

AB - We measured the carpet with our feet.

AH - We take a thermometer to measure how warm water is. I also measure paper. We measure for sewing, when CW’s mother comes in.

VM - I made a ruler to measure things. It is made out of cardboard. I painted it blue and wrote the numbers on it.

LS - We went on field trips to measure stuff. The calendar helper gets to help measure the temperature now.

DM - We learned about measuring stuff. I love measuring water.

ST - I liked how the kids measured how big the school is.

JK - I liked when we measured cake.

PJ - We went on a field trip to see the weatherman measure the weather.

CW – JC’s dad came and spoke about planes and pilots and measuring.